ensemble of these space-time stimulus intervals pre-
Note that receptive field components that are linearly combined, such as the excitatory and inhibitory signals the ensemble mean. Additional filters were estimated by identifying axes in the stimulus space along which arising from positive and negative subregions of a simple cell's receptive field, are resolved into a single linear the variance of spike-associated stimuli differs significantly from that expected due to chance. Specifically, filter by this analysis. Linear components that are combined after a nonlinear operation such as rectification we calculated the covariance matrix of the spike-triggered stimulus ensemble and used standard techniques or squaring manifest themselves as multiple filters. The influence of each recovered filter on the neuron's re-(principal components analysis) to identify stimulus components associated with increases or decreases in the sponse can be excitatory or suppressive, depending on the way in which its output is incorporated into the nonvariance of the spike-triggered ensemble relative to the variance of the raw stimuli (see Experimental Prolinear stage. It is important to realize that the individual filters are unique only up to a linear transformation (i.e., cedures). These filters define the fundamental stimulus selectivity of the cell (more formally, they determine a one can form an equivalent model based on an alternative set of filters that are related by an invertible linear low-dimensional linear subspace of the stimulus in which the cell's response is generated) (de Ruyter van transformation) and should not be taken as a literal rep-energy in diagonally opposite quadrants of the spectrum, indicates a preference for the direction of a moving stimulus. Were this simple cell adequately described by a single linear filter (as in the standard model of Figure  1A ), our analysis would reveal no other filters. However, the STC analysis revealed three additional excitatory filters, each with the same direction preference as the STA, and four suppressive filters, each tuned for the direction opposite that of the excitatory filters. To examine the structure of the excitatory and suppressive elements of the model, we computed separate spatiotemporal and spectral envelopes for the pooled excitatory and suppressive filters by taking the square root of the sum of the squared filters and their spectra (Figures 2B and 2C ). The pooled excitatory and suppressive signals overlap completely in space and time; the time courses of excitation and suppression are shown by the traces to the left of Figure 2B . In the frequency domain, the excitatory and suppressive spectra are largely nonoverlapping and concentrated in opposite quadrants, indicating their selectivity for opposite directions of motion. Now consider a typical complex cell (Figure 3 ). The energy model ( Figure 1B ) predicts a flat STA and exactly two significant STC filters. The analysis produced a weak STA and two strong excitatory filters, along with an additional five excitatory and seven suppressive filters. As for the simple cell, all excitatory filters had the same direction preference, and most suppressive filters had the opposite direction preference; the sixth suppressive filter-a relatively weak one-began with the same direction preference as the other suppressive filters, but switched its direction preference to that of the excitation at longer time delays. The six strongest excitatory and suppressive filters for the complex cell appear in pairs, with each member of a pair appearing as Figure 4 are therefore a lower bound on the number of filters required to characterize the response of these neurons accurately. In our population analysis, we only included cells for which we collected at least 50 spikes per spatiotemporal dimension (mean 229 spikes per dimension, 55,000 total spikes).
Recovering the Nonlinearity
After recovering a set of linear filters, the model is completed by estimating the nonlinear function that combines the outputs of these filters to produce a firing rate. When the number of filters is small (one or two), this can be done directly by computing the filter responses to the stimulus sequence and evaluating the average number of spikes observed for each binned response combination. Important regularities emerged when we examined firing rate as a function of the activity of pairs of excitatory or suppressive filters; Figures 5A-5C show examples of these joint nonlinearities as grayscale images, where the lightness of each pixel corresponds to the firing rate associated with the associated pair of filter outputs; the axes drawn across the images cross at the pixel for which both filter outputs were 0. These 2D nonlinearities have a characteristic form: contours of constant firing rate are well fit by ellipses with principal axes aligned with the coordinate system, suggesting Figure 7A shows the response of an example we quantified the strength of the suppression as the fractional change in response to the strongest excitcomplex cell to a movie of its first STC component. Both the energy model and the full model accurately atory stimulus with and without suppression ( Figure  6A ). Suppression in many cases was highly effectivepredicted the response of the cell. Figure 7B shows the response to the sixth STC component, for which the two for the example complex cell shown in Figure 3 , a suppressive stimulus reduced response by 49%. On average, models make drastically different predictions: the energy model predicts only a weak response, but a robust rethe fractional suppression was 63%.
To examine how excitation and suppression comsponse was evoked, as predicted by the full STC model. bine, we fit a model to the two-dimensional nonlinearity that describes firing rate as a combination of the We used a related method to verify the influence of suppressive filters. We created compound stimulus pooled E and S signals ( Figure 6A) . We fit the 289 data points (17 equally populated bins along each axis) with movies that were time-aligned mixtures of excitatory and suppressive STC components ( Figure 7C ). We a sigmoid excitatory function that was suppressed through both subtractive and divisive terms (see Expermeasured contrast-response for the first excitatory STC component and observed that adding the first imental Procedures). Figure 6A shows the data and model fits plotted as slices of increasing excitation at suppressive component reduced the response by shifting the contrast-response function down and/or to the different levels of suppression for the cell in Figure 3 . The subtractive component of suppression causes the right. This behavior was not predicted by a model con-taining only the excitatory filters ( Figure 7D ) or by the energy model (data not shown), but was well described by the full model containing both excitation and suppression ( Figure 7E ).
Subunit Structure of Complex Receptive Fields
In complex cells, the STC analysis consistently recovered more than just the filter pair predicted by the energy model. Figure 8A shows the filters recovered by STC for an example complex cell. In these cells we observed a specific structural relationship between the filter pairs: the temporal envelopes for all the filters revealed by STC were similar, but the spatial envelopes differed across filter pairs. Figure 8B compares the overall spatiotemporal envelope of the receptive field (shaded) to envelopes for the first two excitatory filters (red) and the last four (green). Shown is a slice across the spatial envelope at the peak temporal offset, 65 ms. The two strongest STC filters were confined to the center of the receptive field, while the additional filters were weak in the middle but robust at the receptive field edge. 2, 3, and 8) . Moreover, in direction-selective cells, suppressive filters have the opposite x-t slope to excitatory ones (Figures 2 and 3) . In rare cases, such as the sixth suppressive filter for the complex example of Figure 3 , we found spatiotemporal structure that partly resembled time-delayed replicas of strong excitatory filters; we never saw such replicas among the excitatory filters. What neural mechanisms produce the filters that we have found? Our model includes all feedforward, feedback, and collateral processes affecting a V1 neuron. Even in retina, a similar technique can resolve multiple linear filters in ganglion cells (J.W. Pillow, E.P. Simoncelli, and E.J. Chichilnisky, personal communication). The filters we recovered in V1, however, differ in spatiotemporal properties from these retinal subunits, and we therefore believe that they Neurons were located in the operculum and in the calcarine sulThe spike-triggered covariance matrix is then computed as cus with receptive fields centered between 3°and 20°from the fovea. Single-unit activity was recorded using quartz-glass micro-C(x 1 , t 1 , x 2 , t 2 ) = 1
. electrodes (Thomas Recordings, Giessen, Germany). Signals were amplified, band-pass filtered, and fed into a time-amplitude window discriminator. Spike arrival times and stimulus synchronization This differs from the traditional calculation of covariance [in pulses were stored with a resolution of 0.25 ms.
which A(x,t) would be subtracted from each S n (x,t)], but ensures At the end of the experiment, animals were killed with an overthat the axes obtained in the STC analysis will be orthogonal to the dose of sodium pentobarbitol (>60 mg/kg) and perfused with 4% STA, thereby avoiding unwanted interactions between the STA and paraformaldehyde. Identification of the recording location was STC analyses. We also found that it greatly simplified the descripmade through histological identification of electrolytic lesions tion of the subsequent nonlinear portion of the model. The matrix made at suitable locations along the electrode tracks by passing C, with the parameter pairs {x 1 ,t 1 } and {x 2 ,t 2 } specifying the row and 1-2 A of current for 2-5 s through the tip of the electrode. column indices, fully represents the variance of the spike-triggered stimulus ensemble in all possible directions within the D-dimenStimuli sional stimulus space. Geometrically, the surface swept out by a Stimuli were generated by a Silicon Graphics Octane 2 workstation vector whose length is equal to the variance along its direction is and presented on a gamma-corrected monitor with a refresh rate a hyperellipse, and the principal axes of this hyperellipse, along of 100 Hz and a mean luminance of 33 cd/m 2 . All stimuli were prewith the variance along each axis, may be recovered using princisented monocularly to the cell's preferred eye. pal components analysis. Specifically, the principal axes of this elUpon encountering a cell, the initial characterization involved a lipse correspond to the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, and determination of the best direction, spatial frequency, and temporal the variance along each of these axes is equal to the correspondfrequency of drifting grating stimuli. The size of the classical receping eigenvalue. tive field was defined as the size at which an optimized full-contrast
In the absence of any relationship between the stimulus and the sinusoidal grating saturated the response without impinging upon spikes (and in the limit of infinite data), the spike-triggered ensemthe suppressive surround. Stimuli used in the spike-triggered charble would be a randomly selected subset of all stimuli, and the acterization were extended temporal sequences in which each variance of this subset in any direction would be identical to that frame contained a set of bars randomly assigned as black or white of the full stimulus set. In an experimental setting, the finiteness of ( Figure 1D ). The orientation of the bars was aligned with the cell's the spike-triggered ensemble produces random fluctuations in the preferred orientation, and the stimulus array was confined to the variances in different directions. We are interested in recovering classical receptive field. The number of bars (8-32) was chosen those axes of the stimulus space along which the neuron's resuch that at least five bars fell within a 75% contour drawn around sponse leads to an increase or decrease in the variance of the the most active region in the receptive field. A new frame was disspike-triggered ensemble that is greater than what is expected played every 10 ms, and the stimulus was presented for a total from this random fluctuation due to finite sampling. duration of 15-80 min, depending on the responsiveness of the We tested a nested sequence of hypotheses to determine the cell. We set a minimal criterion of 50 spikes per spatiotemporal number and identity of axes corresponding to significant increases dimension for our population. For a few cells with extremely low or decreases in variance. We began by assuming that there were firing rates, characterization required an unreasonable amount of no such axes (i.e., that the neuron's response was independent of time for data collection, and these cells were abandoned. the stimulus). We used a Monte Carlo simulation to compute the distribution of minimal and maximal variances under this hypothesis. Specifically, we randomly time-shifted the spike train relative Recovering Linear Filters with Spike-Triggered Analysis We define the spike-triggered stimulus block, S n (x,t), as the set of to the stimulus sequence, performed our STA/STC analysis on the resulting spike-triggered stimulus ensemble, and extracted the bar intensities, relative to the mean stimulus intensity, in the 16 minimum and maximum eigenvalues. Based on 500 such calculageous, as it makes no assumptions regarding the form of interaction between the excitatory and suppressive signals. Because the tions, we estimated the 99% confidence interval for both the largest and smallest eigenvalues. We then asked whether the weights applied to each pool are individually normalized, the relative strengths of excitation and suppression cannot be determined. eigenvalues obtained from the true spike-triggered ensemble lay within this interval. If so, we concluded that the hypothesis was The second stage of the nonlinearity combines the pooled excitatory and suppressive signals to generate a firing rate and was correct. Otherwise, we assumed the largest outlier (either the smallest or largest eigenvalue) had a corresponding axis (eigenvecestimated directly by taking the ratio of the two-dimensional binned counts of the number of spikes to the total number of stimtor) with a significant influence on neural response. We added this axis to a list of significant axes and proceeded to test the hypotheuli presented. Because the data were not uniformly distributed across this two-dimensional space, we adjusted individual bin sis that all remaining axes were insignificant.
The STC analysis can provide an unbiased estimate of the filters sizes along each axis to maintain a uniform distribution of data points across each of the marginals-an example can be seen on in an LNP model, but this is only guaranteed when the raw stimulus ensemble is Gaussian distributed (Paninski, 2003; Bialek and de the abscissa of Figure 6A . Ruyter van Steveninck, 2005). But the low contrast of Gaussian stimuli leads to low firing rates in V1 neurons, which produces noisy Parametric Model for the Interaction of Excitatory estimates of the model components, as well as a reduction in the and Suppressive Signals number of significant filters. We therefore chose to use higher-conWe fit a simple parametric model to the binned second-stage nontrast binary stimuli. For neurons with many excitatory subunits, we linear firing rate function. For each bin, we assumed a value of occasionally found suppressive filters that differed from the others excitation (E ) and suppression (S ) equal to the center of mass of in that they contained only a few isolated nonzero bars. Simulations the data in that bin. We fit the model with a function that combined confirm that such filters can arise as artifacts when binary stimuli a standard sigmoidal Naka-Rushton excitatory term (exponent z, are used. The problem arises specifically because the distribution and coefficients α, β, and γ), modified by both subtractive and diviof raw binary stimuli tapers (i.e., the variance decreases) as one sive suppressive terms (coefficients δ and ⑀): moves in particular directions away from the origin in the stimulus space. When the excitatory filters lie near these special directions,
(1) the spike-triggered ensemble will necessarily have reduced variance (compared with the full ensemble of raw stimuli), and spurious suppressive filters will result (Paninski, 2003).
Models lacking one of these suppressive terms provided fits that This problem can largely be corrected by adjusting the values of were significantly worse for the 41 cells with significant suppresthe raw stimulus components such that the variances in all direcsive axes. We used STEPIT (Chandler, 1969) to minimize the meantions are approximately equivalent (conditional whitening) before squared error between the measured firing rates and model predicestimating the suppressive STC components. Specifically, we comtions; in most cases the fits accounted for more than 99% of the puted the STA and excitatory STC filters as described above. For variance in the data, and in all cases more than 94%. each raw stimulus block, we computed the response of these filters and combined them to generate a single pooled excitatory reClassification of V1 Response Types sponse value (see "Estimating the Nonlinearity" below for details).
We classified cells as simple or complex based upon their reWe binned the raw stimuli into ten equal-sized subsets according sponse to full-contrast drifting sinusoidal gratings optimized for dito their pooled excitatory response value and computed the covarirection, spatial frequency, temporal frequency, position, and size. ance matrix for each subset (C n for the nth subset). The stimuli in We presented gratings for an integer number of cycles and reeach subset were then whitened by multiplying by moved the response to the first cycle to eliminate transient onset effects. We took relative modulation as the ratio of the magnitude E e E e T + E o E n D n −1/2 E n T E o T of the vector average response at the grating temporal frequency to the baseline-subtracted mean response. Baseline was taken as where E e is a matrix containing the (orthogonal) excitatory filters, the response to a blank (mean gray) screen. E o contains an orthogonal basis for the remainder of the stimulus We determined direction selectivity by comparing neuronal respace, and E n and D n are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the sponses to the two directions of movement of otherwise optimal conditional covariance matrix, C n . After this conditional whitening, drifting gratings. The directional index was defined as 1 -(nonprethe stimuli were recombined and PCA analysis was applied to the ferred response/preferred response), with baseline subtracted from spike-triggered set in order to re-estimate the filters. both responses. To independently verify that our procedure was not subject to significant artifacts due to binary stimulation, we recorded responses to both binary and Gaussian white noise stimuli for six Predicting the Responses to Arbitrary Stimuli cells that responded with sufficient vigor to the low-contrast
We computed the predicted response of the energy model by first Gaussian stimuli. The number of filters recovered by STC analysis convolving the stimulus with the STA and the two strongest filters was similar for the two stimulus types, and the filters were statisticrevealed by STC. Similarly, the predicted response of the excitatory ally equivalent ( Figure S3) . model was computed by convolving the stimulus with the STA and all the excitatory filters recovered by STC. For both models, we pooled excitatory signals by a weighted sum of squares. To correct Estimating the Nonlinearity For individual filters, the nonlinear function that maps filter output for discretization by binning and to better estimate poorly sampled bins, we used the nonlinear function given in Equation 1 (with the to firing rate is estimated directly by taking the ratio of the number of spikes to the number of stimuli for each (binned) filter output suppressive terms omitted) to relate the output of the relevant filters to firing rate. We predicted response from the full model by value ( Figures 5A-5C, diagonal marginal graphs) . Similarly, firing rate as a function of the responses of two filters is estimated by convolving the stimulus with each of the recovered excitatory and suppressive filters (including the STA). The excitatory and supprestaking the ratio of the joint (two-dimensional) counts of the number of spikes to the number of stimuli (Figures 5A-5C ). As mentioned sive signals were combined separately, each via the square root of a weighted sum of squares. Firing rate was computed from the in Results, this direct method is not feasible for estimating the nonlinear function that combines all filter outputs. In this case, we depooled E and S signals using the fit of Equation 1 to the data. For stimuli presented at lower contrast energies than the bar fined the firing rate nonlinearity in two stages. First, excitatory and suppressive filter outputs were combined into pooled excitatory stimulus used in the initial characterization (e.g., Figure 7) , the model did not accurately predict firing rates without an additional and suppressive signals, respectively, by taking the square root of a weighted sum of their squares (with the STA half-squared). gain parameter. We simulated this gain adjustment by applying a single scale factor to the pooled E and S signals before converting Weights for each pool were obtained by maximizing the mutual information between the two pooled signals and the spikes. The them into firing rates. For the example case in Figure 7 , this parameter had a value of 5. use of mutual information as an optimization criterion is advanta-
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